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The proposal by Booth [Nature, Lond. (1947), 160, 196] of shuffling the atoms of a random structure seems somewhat 
likelier to lead to a solution than that by Lenstra [Acta Cryst. (1974), A30, 363-369] of adding atoms one or a few at a 
time to a null structure. 

In brief, the method proposed by Booth (1947, 1949) consisted 
in imagining a residual R plotted as a contour map in m 
dimensions, where m is the number of parameters to be 
determined, and allowing the atoms to roll down the hills of 
R until each settles into the valley bottom corresponding to 
its true position. The actual mathematical process proposed 
by Booth was shown by Qurashi (1949) to be equivalent to 
the diagonal approximation in least-squares refinement, but 
this is only a detail conditioned by the primitive computing 
facilities of the 1940's, not an essential part ofthe idea. Booth 
believed, or was understood to have claimed, that the process 
would converge to the true structure, whatever the initial 
atomic coordinates. This, obviously, would be claiming too 
much; the process will cease when each atom is in a valley 
bottom, whether the true one or not. If, say, an S atom ends 
up where a C atom should be, and vice versa, existing refine- 
ment programs will not interchange them. Further, the hills 
and valleys of R drift about as the atoms move, in a way not 
fully investigated theoretically, and it is possible that R can 
have self-consistent minima not associated with atomic posi- 
tions. The probability of false minima, obviously, will in- 
crease with the systematic errors and with the size of the 
statistical fluctuations in the values of F or I on which R is 
based. Lipson & Cochran (1953, p. 250) sum up the general 
verdict in these words : ' . . ,  it may be concluded that unless 
one begins with parameters which place all atoms within a 
distance about equal to an atomic diameter from their cor- 
rect positions ... [the method of Booth ] cannot lead from 
arbitrary parameters to the correct ones'. With the then 
available computing facilities and knowledge of the proper- 
ties of R it was a fair summary. In the ensuing twenty years 
the accuracy of routine intensity measurement has greatly 
improved (something approaching a factor of 10), computing 
facilities have improved even more, and the properties of the 
varieties of R are better, though not fully, understood (e.g. 
Lenstra, 1974; Parthasarathy & Parthasarathi, 1972 and 
numerous later papers; Wilson, 1969, 1976). One wonders, 
therefore, if Booth's basic idea should be reconsidered, par- 
ticularly for organic compounds containing (aside from H) 
only atoms near C in scattering power. Lenstra (1974) has 
envisaged a converse of the Booth proposal: starting with an 
R based on the observed F's or I's only, which obviously has 
the value unity, and assessing the decreases in it as atoms are 
included in the calculated F's or I's one or a few at a time and 
their positions are adjusted so that R is minimized at each 
step. 

Lenstra considered the residual 

R2=  ~ (Io-I~)2/~ 12, (1) 
hkl hkl 

and showed that in the space group P1 it decreased linearly 
with each atom correctly placed. He showed also that in cer- 
tain circumstances, not explored in detail, it would decrease 
also even if the added atom(s) were incorrectly placed. He 

treated very briefly the corresponding process in Pi ,  but 
made practical applications only to non-centrosymmetric 
space groups. It is a considerable simplification to use inten- 
sities normalized in the sense of Bertaut (1955), as the varia- 
tion with (sin 0)/2 is then eliminated. Wilson's (1976) treat- 
ment of R2 is more general, in that it is applicable to any 
space group, and it permits the assessment of the changes in 
R2 by both proposed processes. It makes provision for the 
effects of dispersion, but for simplicity this will be neglected 
here and it will be assumed that all atoms have the Wyckoff 
position. In the form appropriate for the present application 
Wilson's equation (24) may be written 

2Z, o(,Y,~c + 27~w) (k + 1) (Z~ + S~w) 2 
R 2 = l  

(k + 1)Z2o-QTo (k + 1)Z2o-QTo 

2kZZ~¢ QT¢¢ QTy., 
(k + I)Z2o _QTo-~ (k + I )Z2_QT ° (k + I)X2_QTo, (2) 

where 2o is the observed mean intensity, equal to the sum of 
the squares of the atomic scattering factors (Wilson, 1942), 
Scc is the sum of the squares of atomic scattering factors of 
the correctly placed atoms, X~w is the sum for the wrongly 
placed atoms, To, Tcc and Tow are the corresponding sums of 
the fourth powers of the atomic scattering factors, k is 1 for 
non-centrosymmetric structures and 2 for centrosymmetric, 
and 

Q = (1 + k)p - q/p (3) 

is a number determinate for any space group; in fact p is the 
multiplicity of the Wyckoff position and q is the mean value 
of the fourth power of the geometric structure factor (Foster 
& Hargreaves, 1963; Wilson, 1976). From (2) we see, first, 
that R2 decreases linearly with number of correctly added 
quasi-equal atoms (both 1;co and Tcc are proportional to this 
number) only if the third and fourth terms cancel. This re- 
quires either (i) that there be no wrongly added atoms and 
that the structure be non-centrosymmetric, which is reason- 
able, or (ii) that wrongly added atoms should be provided in 
a ratio so that 27~w = [(2/1/3)-  1]Xc¢ and the structure be cen- 
trosymmetric, which is hardly reasonable. In general, then, 
Lenstra's result of linearity will hold only in the determina- 
tion of non-centrosymmetric structures. Secondly, the first- 
order second term and the second-order third term are 
exactly the same, whether the atoms are added correctly or 
wrongly, so the process is likely to be insensitive. Thirdly, 
and perhaps most importantly, a large number of atoms can 
be added wrongly before R2 ceases to decrease. The limit is, 
in fact, if the terms in T are neglected, 

Zcw = Zo/(k + 1), (4) 

corresponding to an incorrect placing of one-half or one- 
third of the scattering power, and a value of R2 of 0-75 or 0.89. 
The same amounts of scattering power correctly placed 
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would give R2 =0.50 or 0.74, which are not overwhelmingly 
smaller. 

The situation is perhaps a little more favourable on starting 
from an entirely wrong structure, and moving the atoms so 
as to reduce Rz - the Booth approach. With all atoms 
wrongly placed Zcw=Zo. If some atoms (one atom and its 
symmetry-related equivalents, or perhaps a structural frag- 
ment and its equivalents) are now moved to their correct 
positions, 

Z~w =Zo-Zc~, (5) 

To., = To - T~, (6) 
and (2) becomes 

R 2 = 2  
2Z2° kZZ~c-QTcc (7) 

(k + I)Z2-QTo 2 (k + 1)Z2o-QTo" 

This reduces to the expected values (Wilson, 1974) for no 
atoms correct and for all atoms correct. The first two terms 
are constants, and the third term represents a genuine re- 
duction in R2 as the atoms reach their correct positions. 

One can compare the Booth and Lenstra approaches 
qualitatively by writing approximate equations for the case 
of equal atoms and terms in T neglected. If the total number 
of atoms is N, and the number of correctly placed atoms is n, 
the Lenstra approach gives 

R2= 1-2n/(k+ 1 ) N - ( k -  1)n2/(k+ 1)N 2, (8) 

(equation 2), whereas the Booth approach gives 

RE = 2k/(k + 1) - 2knZ/(k + 1)N 2 (9) 

(equation 7). If the atoms in the Lenstra approach are all 
wrongly placed, 

R2 -- 1 - 2n/(k + 1)N + nZ/N 2. (10) 

The discriminatory part of the reduction in RE is of the second 
order in n/N in both approaches, but in the Booth approach 
it is the only reduction, not confused by the larger first-order 
reduction that occurs in the Lenstra approach, whether the 
atoms are correctly placed or not. It would seem, therefore, 
that the Booth approach has a somewhat higher chance of 
being successful. 
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International Union of Crystallography 

International Tables for X-ray Crystallography 

Volume I (Symmetry Tables) of International Tables for 
X-ray Crystallography has been reprinted and is now avail- 
able. The Executive Committee had previously decided not 
to reprint it because the first volume of the new series, on 
direct space, was expected to be published early in 1977. 
However, its publication has been delayed and it was felt that 
a reprint of the present Volume I would be necessary in the 
meantime. 

Because of increases in printing costs it has been necessary 
to raise the price of Volume I to £ 15.00 and, because of the 
steady drop in the value of sterling with respect to other 
currencies, it has also been necessary to revise the sterling 
prices of the other volumes. Volume II (Mathematical 
Tables) and Volume III (Physical and Chemical Tables) now 
cost £11.50 each, whilst Volume IV (Revised and Supple- 
mentary Tables for Volumes II and III) costs £ 14.00. Copies 
may be obtained at the special reduced prices of £ 10.00 for 
Volume I, £6.00 for Volumes II or III and £9.00 for Volume 
IV by bona fide crystallographers, who must give an under- 
taking when purchasing that the volume is for their personal 
use only. Orders may be placed direct with the publishers, 
The Kynoch Press, Witton, Birmingham B6 7BA, England, 
or with Polycrystal Book Service, PO Box 11567, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 15238, USA, from whom prospectuses may also be ob- 
tained. 

Commission on Crystallographic Apparatus 
Exhibition of Non-Commercial Equipment and Visual 

Aspects of Crystallography 
at the 

Eleventh International Congress of Crystallography 

During the Eleventh International Congress of Crystal- 
lography, to be held in Warsaw, 3-12 August 1978, the 
Union's Commission on Crystallographic Apparatus is 
sponsoring two exhibitions, one of non-commercial crystal- 
lographic equipment and the other on visual aspects of 
crystallography. Crystallographers are invited to participate 
actively by displaying devices, gadgets charts, striking and 
unusual photographs, etc. 

Non-commercial equipment 
Items of interest to those attending the Congress include 

new designs or unique modifications of: cameras and dif- 
fractometers, high- and low-temperature attachments, high- 
and low-pressure equipment, crystal-growing apparatus, 
miscellaneous gadgets which are not intended for commer- 
cial exploitation. 

The Committee will be able to furnish exhibition space and 
standard electric outlets (220 V, 50 Hz, 10 A single phase). 
Items requiring water or high power can be exhibited but not 
operated. 


